The last aid course for kids and teens from 8-14 years preliminary results from the first pilot test

Abstract

In order to empower citizens to care for seriously ill and dying people at home Last Aid Courses have been started in Norway, Germany and Denmark in 2014/2015. The main aims of the Last Aid movement are to raise citizen’s awareness and knowledge of Palliative Care and to empower them to care for seriously ill and dying people at home. As children do often have contact with seriously ill and dying people in their families a Last Aid Course for children aged 8-14 years was established. The first pilot course has shown that the children appreciate the Last Aid Course concept and suggests that children want to talk open about death and dying. Scientific evaluation should be an integrated part of the further work and implementation of Last Aid Courses for children and teenagers in different countries.
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Introduction

Most people want to die at home. One of the barriers for home death is lack of support from laypersons as family and friends. Therefore Last Aid Courses for adults have been introduced to educate the public about Palliative care, to enhance the public discussion about death and dying and to empower citizens to participate in end-of-life care.1,2 Today Last Aid Courses have been successfully introduced in a number of European countries. 11 Countries participate in the International Last Aid working group, more than 22000 citizens have participated in last Aid Courses with four teaching lessons and more than 2000 instructors have been trained to provide Last Aid Courses. The aim of the present study was to perform a first pilot test and to investigate the feasibility and acceptance of a Last Aid Course adapted to the needs of children.

Material and methods

A multidisciplinary group of German experts established a working group to establish a Last Aid Course for children. Members of the group were Kirsten Mainzer (specialized palliative care nurse), Raymund Pothmann (pediatrician and consultant in pain therapy and palliative medicine), Holger Fiedler (specialized palliative care nurse), Franca Barra (educator) and Georg Bollig (anesthesiologist and consultant in pain therapy and palliative medicine; founder of Last Aid Courses). Based on the well-established and tested Last Aid Course for adults,1–4 the above named multi-professional working-group adapted the curriculum for children between 8 and 14 years. More information about the international Last Aid Movement and the contents of the Last Aid Course for adults can be found in the literature and the Internet.1–4 A short summary of the course contents for the Last Aid Course for kids and teens are shown in Table 1. The evaluation of the first pilot-course was performed by an oral feedback round with the children directly after the course. The feedback round did use some questions from a questionnaire for adults that have participated in a Last Aid Course.1 The questions were adapted for children and teenagers by the working group.

Table 1 Contents of the last aid course for kids and teens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module nr.</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Course content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Module 1  | Dying as a normal part of life | - Welcome and introduction  
- First Aid and Last Aid  
- The process of dying  
- What you can do to care |
| Module 2  | Planning ahead | - To show feelings is ok!  
- Networks of Support  
- Making decisions  
- Advance Directive |
| Module 3  | Relieving suffering | - Typical problems and symptoms  
- Caring / relieving suffering  
- Nutrition at the end of life  
- How to comfort |
| Module 4  | Final goodbyes | - Saying good bye / final farewell rituals  
- Funeral and various forms of burials  
- Grieving is normal  
- Grief and ways of grieving  
- The right to grieve  
- Questions, Comments |
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Questions included the following topics:

1. Do you have personal experience with death and dying in your family or neighbourhood?
2. Is the Last Aid Course helpful for children and teenagers?
3. Would you recommend the Last Aid Course to others?
4. Should all school children participate in a Last Aid Course?
5. Should your parents participate in a Last Aid Course?
6. Should children and parents visit a Last Aid Course together?
7. Did you learn something new?
8. Were the contents of the course easy to understand?

In addition the participants could state their overall impression of the course and had the possibility to ask open questions. GB and KM documented the informants’ answers.

Results

10 children between 9 and 14 years participated in the Last Aid course that was held within 3 hours on one afternoon. Table 2 shows the age and gender of the participating children.

9 out of 10 participants had experience with the death of family members. All children stated that they would recommend the course to other children and that also adults should participate in Last Aid courses. The children appreciated the course and most felt somehow more prepared for a potential death in their social network. Almost all children stated that they welcomed the possibility to talk open about death and dying in a group with other children. All participants liked the inclusion of practical parts and game like teaching. The practical parts included e.g. a network game with a group that had to keep a ball in balance (Figure 1) and painting a stone as example for helpful ritual. Every teaching module included a short video that is freely accessible on the Internet. In the feedback round the children pointed out to exchange a song used in module 4 that was about grief and that they found very sad. Instead a song describing a really bad day with a positive end was seen as more appropriate by the children. They also suggested to expand the age range and to include teenagers up to the age of 16 years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male (n=5)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female (N=5)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 Practice: networking – working together.

Discussion

The need to teach the public about palliative care and end-of-life care has been stated by different authors. The feasibility of a Last Aid Course for the public has been shown already. At present there are research projects on the Last Aid Course ongoing in different countries. Beside the Last aid Course there are a few other options to inform the public about palliative care and to discuss death and dying. Nevertheless the Last Aid Course is the first structured option that is applicable to provide basic information about palliative care in an extremely short timeframe. There are so far just few options for children and teenagers to talk about death and dying. In Germany a program called “Hospiz macht Schule” uses a whole project week to introduce school children to death and dying. Unfortunately the huge time consumption is a restriction for the nationwide implementation of the program. An education program for teenagers could raise
awareness for palliative care in Portugal.\(^1\)\(^4\) In order to raise awareness and to implement palliative care within the school curriculum for children and teenager a short and structured educational program about palliative care is needed. The Last Aid course for kids and teens is such a short and structured educational program that might be used widely to teach children and teenagers about palliative care, death and dying.

The present study with a first pilot test has shown the feasibility of the Last Aid Course for kids and teens. The course has undergone a minor revision of some parts due to the children’s suggestions. It is currently in a second pilot phase with a greater number of instructors that are providing a larger number of courses. More Last Aid Courses for kids and teens and more instructor courses are already planned in Germany. After the end of the pilot phase and evaluation the aim is to revise the curriculum and to spread the course to other countries. Scientific evaluation should be an integral part of the wider implementation.

**Conclusion**

The results of the pilot-test are very encouraging. Most children appreciate the course and the possibility to talk open about death and dying in a safe group. More Last Aid courses for children will be taught within the next year. More research is needed to investigate the effects of a Last Aid Course for kids and teens on their awareness, palliative care knowledge and willingness to provide end-of-life care. A scientific evaluation with a mixed-methods approach will be part of the further testing-phase.
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